
A REVIEW OF MACBETH WRITTEN AS A LETTER TO WILLIAM

SHAKESPEARE

Free Essay: Letter to Shakespeare About the Success of His Play Macbeth Dear William Shakespeare, I am writing to
you from the 21st century as we have Analysis of William Shakespeare's Macbeth and Its Historical Background.

I first read this in high school about 20 years ago, so it was interesting to see what I could remember. In Act
one Shakespeare introduces the characters Macbeth and Lady Macbeth using a range of dramatic devices.
Lady Macbeth is controlled by ambition from the very beginning. The witches utter prophecy, and their
language, so full of apparent contradiction, makes it nearly impossible to use for actually predicting the future.
Nevertheless, it felt fresh and I could read it with a new, more mature perspective. I would hope to never meet
anyone like them. Such language poses a great threat throughout the play, and in the final act Macbeth himself
forbids further equivocation. A doctor and a gentlewoman look on as, in her dreams, she relives the night of
Duncan's assassination and attempts to wash her hands of his blood: "Out, damned spot! Get your price writers
online Macbeth was one of the most famous plays in generations, it was written in the early s by William
Shakespeare. The first is a classic, although new to me. In this essay I am going to analyse the play and its
historical background. Blood is one of the motifs Shakespeare uses most throughout this play in order to
portray clearly the unending guilt of Macbeth. In just two brief lines Lady Macbeth makes six distinct
utterances, indicating that her mind wanders quickly between recollections of the fateful night and thoughts on
her own damnation. The image of blood continues to haunt Macbeth as the ghost of murdered Banquo shows
up at his feast. At first, Macbeth is reasonable enough to keep his ambition under control. Also, I needed to
consider the events and themes of the play so far, the characters of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth and the nature
of their relationship. Reasoning was abandoned after the decision to kill Duncan was made. The battle ends. I
thought Macduff was the easiest to like, though Ross was also a good guy. Macbeth and Lady Macbeth may
be the protagonists, but who wants to see them succeed? The other three books, I read concurrently, one scene
at a time. Overall, I give this 4 stars. Out, I say! However, he does not stop at one murder but, out of paranoia
and ambition, those who tries to solidify his position as a king and get rid of anyone standing in his way. The
prose format of the letter creates contrast when Lady Macbeth launches into her soliloquy in verse, signaling
the boundary between the information she has received and her reaction to it. Shakespeare version of Macbeth,
a graphic novel. There are many factors which contribute to the degeneration of Macbeth of which three will
be discussed. Pssstâ€¦ we can write an original essay just for you. In the first scene of Act 5, Lady Macbeth
sleepwalks anxiously. She tells her husband that she would never break her promise to him, no matter how
foul: I would, while [the babe] was smiling in my face, Have plucked my nipple from his boneless gums And
dashed the brains out, had I so sworn as you Have done to this. Appeal: Macbeth is a timeless tale of political
intrigue interspersed with witches and battle scenes to entertain all of us who like our stories with a dash of
adventure. They kill Banquo but his son escapes. However, his ambition gradually becomes stronger and
eventually overpowers Macbeth. It is about ambition overriding inhibitions and the conscience of a good man.
Macbeth is the most horrific of Shakespeare's tragedies because the protagonist commits such bloodthirsty
acts. It was shorter than I remember. Macbeth was at first reasonable enough to keep his ambition in check,
however it eventually became to strong for even Macbeth and therefor over powered him. The three points
which contribute greatly to Macbeth's degeneration are the prophecy which was told to him by the witches,
how Lady Macbeth influenced and manipulated Macbeth's judgment, and finally Macbeth's long time
ambition which drove his desire to be king. By bringing the image of blood on stage and making it virtually
visual, from the bleeding hands to the beheaded Macbeth at the end, Shakespeare succeeds in making his play
easier to relate to and for the audience to really immerse into the action, rather than just observers of a normal
play. Table of Contents Style Some of the most celebrated language in Macbeth can be found in the speeches
of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, both of whom begin the play speaking in an energetic and fluent style, but end
the play with more halting and cryptic language. The battle commences. The bloody business refers to the
murder he is about to commit.


